Lactation Rooms at Kansas State University

MANHATTAN CAMPUS LOCATIONS

See Map on Reverse Side for Locations that Correspond to the Numbers

016 Anderson Hall (#21)
113 Leasure Hall (#28)
202 & 302 Umberger Hall (#71)
207A Willard Hall (#43)
243A Leadership Studies Building (#54)

These six areas have each been equipped with privacy dividers, an electrical outlet, a table and a chair.

SALINA CAMPUS LOCATIONS

117 Salina Technology Center
Student Life Center Female Restroom

OLATHE CAMPUS LOCATIONS

Room 212

FUTURE LOCATIONS

Dickens Hall, Trotter Hall, Natatorium, and K-State Student Union

If you have any suggestions, changes or comments about the lactation stations please contact us at pcsw@k-state.edu.
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